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NEW GENERATION COMMAND RECEIVER FOR SATELLITE USING
BENEFITS OF DIGITAL PROCESSING.

G. Della Monica / E. Tonello
(ALCATEL, TOULOUSE, FRANCE)

ABSTRACT

Presentation of Alcatel Espace last studies and developments regarding TT&C receiver
Products for satellite. This document lays on 3 parts:

• a technical point of view showing digital demodulation principles used (base band
recovery, analytical head, PM or FM demodulation) and their related offered
possibilities(digital controlling loop, lock status detection, jammer detection,....)

• a technology/design description
• a synthesis showing performance and results

KEY WORDS

Satellite Command Receiver, Demodulation, Frequency Modulation, Phase Modulation,
Analytical Head, Phase Locked Loop, Frequency Shift Keying, Bi Phase Shift Keying,
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1. INTRODUCTION

Among the Alcatel pilot products, we find without any doubt, TT&C equipments.
One can say that regarding C/ Ku/ Ku+ command receivers, Alcatel is now leader in the
world (more than half of world market).
And Alcatel could not imagine to be absent today.
We will present here what may be the reason of Alcatel success:

• Up to date signal processing techniques (a large study team have been working on
the most modern techniques for several years and we will try here to summarize its
work).

• Design resulting from a long experience allowing high rate production, low cost with
still high performances.



2. TECHNICAL POINT OF VIEW

2.1 GENERAL ARCHITECTURE
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fig 2.1 : receiver block diagram

The architecture of the receiver is classically divided as follows: 2 Local Oscillators and 2
Intermediate Frequencies (IF1 & IF2) allowing a high rejection of unwanted signals.

The receiver is designed with 3 main loops:

• The LO waiting loop (Analog loop)
• The Automatic Frequency Control Loop (AFC) (mixed analog-digital loop)
• The Automatic Gain Control Loop (AGC) (mixed analog-digital loop)

The LO waiting loop stabilizes the first LO in order to lock only on the nominal carrier.
When the CMR is locked on the right carrier, this loop is open to let the AFC loop
operate.

The AFC loop centers the IF signal in the passband SAW filter to get the best results in
demodulation performances and the maximum rejection of parasitic input signals when the
receiver is locked.

The AGC loop is a quadratic loop with typical dynamic range of about 80 dB. Its closed
loop bandwidth allows cancellation of amplitude modulation of input signal.

Either FM or PM demodulation can be performed by a first digital ASIC. The ranging and
the video outputs are processed in the interface PCB, particularly the TC subcarrier can
be FSK or BPSK demodulated within the receiver.



2.2 DEMODULATION PRINCIPLE

2.2.1 Reminder

Input signal (Frequency Modulation case): s t A t t t( ) cos( ( ) )= ⋅ ⋅ + + ⋅ω ϕ ω0 0 ∆

where ∆ω(t) is the modulation signal (for example a carrier PSK modulated by
information bits)

Input signal (Phase Modulation case): s t A t t( ) cos( ( ))= ⋅ ⋅ + +ω ϕ ϕ0 0

where ϕ(t) is the modulation signal (for example a carrier PSK modulated by information
bits)

The frequency ωo/2π present at the input of the receiver is RF frequency (around 14 GHz
for example in Ku band).

∆ω(t) or ϕ(t) contains the useful information.

In order to determine it, we have first to reduce the input carrier frequency (too high to be
processed directly), this is the aim of RF and IF sections.
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fig 2.2.1.a: RX input spectrum
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fig 2.2.1.b: Demo input spectrum10 MHz
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2.2.2 Digital demodulation

Then , when the carrier frequency is translated to IF2, we can process and demodulate the
signal in a digital way.

The first step of the digital demodulation is the « I / Q separation » called by Alcatel:
« Analytical Head ». Its principle is to sample the input signal at a rate proportional to the
carrier frequency.

Let us say that we use for example: Fsample = 4*IF2 + ε ≈ 40 MHz

We use here a vector representation of the demodulator input signal (the real signal is the
projection on x axis):
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ω 0.t
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fig 2.2.2.a

In fig 2.2.2.a, ω 0.t represents the carrier: ω 0/2π = IF2

and θ(t) is either ϕo + ϕ(t) (PM case), either ϕo + ∆ω(t).t (FM case) → see § 2.2.1
"Reminder"

We sample now at Fs frequency (Fs ≈ 4.IF2 as example)

The samples are noted S1, S2, etc...

With the ratio Fs ≈ 4.ω 0/2π, we obtain especially 2 sampled series (S1, S5, S9, ...) and (S2,
S6, S10, ...) whose phase is exactly θ(t) and θ(t)+π/2 (see fig 2.2.2.b).
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fig 2.2.2.b

The projection on x axis (which the real sampled signal) gives: I(t) = A . cos θ(t)

and the projection on x axis (which the real sampled signal) gives: -Q(t)= - A . sin θ(t)

Note that knowing that θ(t) is far more slow than ω 0.t, there is no sampling problem (Fs
>> 2. Fθ.)

By this way, we get rid of ω 0.t, we are now in base band.
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fig 2.2.2.c: Analytic head output spectrum



N.B: We have supposed here that Fs is exactly equal to 4.IF2, but if we take into account
the error ε we obtain:

I(t) = A . cos (θ(t) + 2π.ε.t)

Q(t)= A . sin (θ(t) + 2π.ε.t)

We have now to demodulate the signal: for that, we implement the following digital
calculator: Arctan(I/Q)

The result is then: θ(t) + 2π.ε.t + 2kπ , where k∈Ζ

If we succeed in getting rid of the bias frequency ε (thanks to a frequency loop controlling
the local oscillator for example), we obtain:

θ(t) + 2kπ

so we have now: ϕo + ϕ(t) + 2kπ in the PM case, and ϕo + ∆ω(t).t in the FM case.

The following step is now a differentiation: d

dt

( )θ π(t) + 2 k⋅ ⋅

The final result is:

∆ω(t) in the FM case, which is the demodulated signal,

d(ϕ(t))/dt in the PM case, in this case the last operation is to integrate this value in order to
finally recover the demodulated value ϕ(t).

2.2.3 Other Functionalities

The digital processing of the IF2 signal allows several functionnalities:

• Input power calculation: useful for Automatic Gain Controlling Loop, easy by
making I2(t)+Q2(t).

• Locking detection: if we add a digital Phase Locked Loop (PLL) on Arctan(I/Q)
output, the lock information of this PLL can indicate if θ(t) is noisy or not, if θ(t) is
noisy, it means that we are not on the nominal signal and the lock status information
remains at 0.

• Jammer detection: we see in §2.2.2 that we obtain : d(θ(t))/dt + ε, if the measurement
is too high, it means that the carrier frequency of the demodulated signal is not at the
nominal value and it is thus an unwanted signal

• Tone Frequency detection: if we add a sharp band digital bandpass filter (centered
on ranging tone: 27 kHz or 100 kHz) on the demodulator output, we can detect the
tone presence thanks to an energy detection.

• Output regulation: in order to regulate the output power of the demodulator (stable
with input S/No or modulation index value), it is easy to implement a digital
Automatic Level Controlling Loop.



2.3 OPTIONS

2.3.1 Synthesizer

The purpose of the frequency synthesizer is to control the RF VCO frequency (see § 5.5)
thanks to a phase locked loop.

The synthesizer VCO frequency Fsynthe is controlled by the programmable digital divider
and is linked to the crystal frequency by the following relation :  Fsynthe =
(10P+N)xFqs/NFq

The crystal frequency is 10 MHz and the frequency step of the synthetizer is 10
MHz/NFq.

: NFq

Fqs = 10 MHz

Cϕϕ

: 10/11

VCO
synthe

IR Mixer

From RF VCO

To divider
by 16Fsynthe

: P

: NCONTROL

FREQUENCY SELECTION

Loop filter

fig 2.3.1 : synthesizer block diagram

Thanks to this synthesizer we can propose multi-frequencies receivers or frenquency
tunable receiver (tuning at the very end of the program)

2.3.2 BPSK Demodulator

This BPSK demo lays on digital Costas loops able to work even at low S/No.
The demodulator gives NRZ sequence, a synchronous clock and a quality indicator.
Bit rate (up to 4 kHz), subcarrier frequency (up to 16 kHz) and BER threshold are
programmable.
The demodulator can be divided in 4 blocks: input filter, subcarrier recovery, bit clock
recovery and data recovery.
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fig 2.3.2 : BPSK demodulator block diagram

2.3.3 FSK Demodulator Principles
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fig 2.3.3 : FSK demodulator

Except the two analog sharp bandpass filters everything in our FSK demodulator design is
digital which allows a high level of integration.



3. TECHNOLOGY & INDUSTRIALIZATION

3.1 MODULARITY/INTERCHANGEABILITY

The philosophy of the receiver architecture lays on modularity.
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fig 3.1.a : Modular architecture of the Command receiver

Each of the represented modules is interchangeable. We call every option of these
modules "basic brick" (for example: FSK demo or BPSK demo...).

This philosophy allows us on one hand to re-use most of the modules for any customer
(and produce them in advance) and on the other hand to answer quickly to any request
from any customer.

Example:

fig 3.1.b : Ku+(18 GHz) band FM Command Receiver



3.2 TECHNOLOGY USED

We definitely wanted to be competitive on cost, interchangeability was not the only way of
reseach.
We have to develop very integrated modules allowing minimum tuning.

3.2.1 MMIC

We use MMIC in the RF section: LNA, mixer, LO.

Fig 3.2.1 : Command receiver RF section

3.2.2 Analog & Digital ASIC

We use an analog ASIC for IF section (amplification & second down conversion). (see
fig 3.2.2.a)

         

fig 3.2.2.a fig 3.2.2.b

We use , Analog to digital converter and digital ASIC for the whole demodulation
processing. (see fig 3.2.2.b showing the digital section of the command receiver)

Analog ASICs



4. SYNTHESIS / RESULTS

4.1 MAIN TYPICAL PERFORMANCES

We present in the following some of the options that we are able to propose.

We remind that we can propose either FM or PM carrier demodulation, either FSK or
BPSK subcarrier demodulation, either synthesized LO or not (synthesized LO allows
multi selectable frequencies in a 100 MHz bandwidth and tuning at the very end of the
production), either dual frequency (each frequency in any band) or single.

We can supply this kind of equipment to any customer for any today’s platform.

4.1.1  FM receiver

fig 4.1.1.a : (For 18 GHz Rx)
FM-BPSK @ 1000 bps Rx typical BER versus Pin (dBm)
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fig 4.1.1.b : FM Rx typical S/No (dB.Hz) versus Pin (dBm)
(FM modulation : 27.7 kHz, ∆f =±400 kHz)
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table 4.1.1.c : TYPICAL FM RECEIVER PERFORMANCES

FM BPSK FM FSK

Frequency range (dual or single)

Input power Dynamic Range

Doppler shift (on RF frequency))

FM Modulation deviation

Subcarrier frequency

Command performances

Ranging performances :

Ranging delay uncertainty

Ranging bandwidth

Power consumption

Weight

Dimensions (Single /dual  freq.)

Qualification temp. range

5.8/7.4 - 12.75/14.5 - 17.3/18.1 GHz

-60 to -112 dBm

up to 450 kHz

∆f ≤ ±400 kHz

for RG: between 2 and 100 kHz

for TC: 8 or 16 kHz

BER<10-5  @ -113 dBm and 1000 b/s

(tone: 27.7 kHz, ∆f = ±400 kHz)

50 dB.Hz @ -112 dBm

<±25 ns at 27777 Hz

between 15 and 200 kHz

7.5 W (12 W for Dual frequency)

<1100 g (1800 for Dual frequency)

225 x 72 x167 mm3 / 260 x 93 x167 mm3

-20 °C/+65 °C

5.8/7.4 - 12.75/14.5 - 17.3/18.1 GHz

-60 to -108 dBm

up to 450 kHz

∆f ≤ ±400 kHz

for RG: between 2 and 100 kHz

for TC: 16, 19, 22 kHz or 35, 43, 50 kHz

BER<10-5  @ -108 dBm and 1000 b/s

(tone: 27.7 kHz, ∆f = ±400 kHz)

59 dB.Hz @ -108 dBm

<±25 ns at 27777 Hz

between 15 and 200 kHz

7.8 W (12 W for Dual frequency)

<1100 grams (1800 for Dual frequency)

225 x 72 x167 mm3 / 260 x 93 x167 mm3

-20 °C/+65 °C



4.1.2 PM Receiver

fig 4.1.2.a : PM-BPSK @ 500 bps Rx typical BER
versus Pin (dBm)
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fig 4.1.2.b : PM Rx typical S/No (dB.Hz) versus Pin (dBm)
(PM modulation : 100 kHz, i =1 rad)
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4.2 BACKGROUND

Thanks to the presented techniques and technologies , we managed to propose « on the
shelf equipments » (and « basic bricks ») which allows very short delivery schedule:
around 7 months.

Just regarding the presented generation, we supplied already 50 sets of receivers (more
than 50% of world commercial market)

We have to add to this number the 120 command receivers produced for Globalstar (Low
Earth Orbit satellite constellation) using the same techniques.

4.3 FUTURE

Thanks to our high level of experience regarding command receiver and telemetry
transmitters design and production (more than half of the world today’s market),we are
today to develop Skybridge Constellation TT&C (more than 160 units).

We keep still working on the future units (higher integration, lower costs and schedule, up
to Ka band and new standards ...).
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